Eagle Harbor Holdings Allowed Strategic Telematics Patent

BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA -- 12/1/2011 - - Eagle
Harbor Holdings, LLC (EHH) announced today the
U.S. Patent and Trademark office has allowed patent
application 12/880,773 on a First Office Action
allowance. This particular patent is a crucial building
block for the future of Telematics, particularly vehicle
maintenance scheduling and reporting, and emissions
reporting including information associated with
combustion by-products, e.g. carbon. The patent
claims a priority date of April 2001.

our existing portfolio of 18 issued patents is crucial to
the automotive industry, with our inventions having
been installed in tens of millions of vehicles to date.
We have been at this for well over a decade and will
persist in developing the best possible engineering and
technology for our automotive partners and consumers
worldwide. Our continued role is to define advanced
next-generation solutions for the integrated
automobile. Expect to see more newly issued patents
in early 2012.”

The new intellectual property specifically describes a
secure method for logging and reporting vehicle data
through a Bluetooth paired cellphone, using either the
data or voice channel of a wireless network. The
system operates a logging manager that monitors and
identifies certain data from the vehicle for logging
based on a set of rules, and sends at least some of the
data to a server based on those rules, transmission may
be based on a polling request from a call center or an
event (like air bag deployment). The system also
includes a security manager to determine authority to
access the data. Additional aspects include reporting
system failure or possible failure, reports based on
elapsed time or elapsed mileage; or reports that include
fuel consumption, engine and vehicle efficiency data.
This new patent is one of 17 pending for the
automotive space.

About Eagle Harbor Holdings, LLC

David Marsing, EHH’s Chief Strategy Officer, stated:
“This latest application is one of 26 pending, 17 of
which relate directly to the auto industry. Additionally,

Eagle Harbor Holdings is a developer of new
technologies for the automotive and industrial waste
remediation industries. EHH focuses on the earliest
stages of development, building from scratch and
taking ideas through the "beta" stage to prove
commercial viability. EHH focuses on a variety of
technology markets such as industrial metals
recovery/recycling and automated vehicle situation
awareness and vehicle infotainment. Collectively,
EHH engineers are named inventors on more than 200
issued patents. EHH co-founders, Dan Preston and Joe
Preston, were also founders of Airbiquity, Inc. and
Medius, Inc, and are considered pioneers in the field of
vehicle telematics. Through Airbiquity, Dan Preston
and Joe Preston were key players in the evolution of
the OnStar digital system. EHH subsidiaries include
MediusTech, Elixsys, Emergent Metals, Chameleon,
SenTech Systems, and AutoTalk. More info at
http://www.ehhllc.com.

